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Nederman 160E, 300E
The 160/300E light-weight portable dust collectors makes work easier whether you are Sanding,
grinding or welding. If the dust is extracted immediately at source, the dust problem can be
eliminated and the environment for both people and machines will be greatly improved.
The Nederman high vacuum dry vacuum P160 I is ideal when you have quality standards
for effective cleaning and dust removal. You’ll also appreciate its light weight, ease-of-handling
and low operating and maintenance costs. The bag filters are easy to clean and have a life-time
of 4-6000 hours. With a micro filter (optional) the unit will filtrate also the finest particles.
The auto start/stop for electrical tools is very useful in industrial applications.
* Easy to handle
* Powerful single phase motor
* High filtration efficiency
* Long filter lifetime (4-6000 hours) with bag filters
* Light weight
* Low operating and maintenance costs

Mirka Ceros Sander
This Compact Electric Random Orbital Sander MIRKA® CEROS650CV (Central Vacuum) with a
5,0 orbit is an all-round sander suitable for almost all kind of surfaces.
Weight (kg)

0.9

Noise level (dB)

68

Pad (Mirkacode)

8295692111

Power input (W)

350

Size of pad (mm)

150

Speed (rpm)

10000

Packaging

Cardboard box

Voltage main supply (VAC)

90-240

Voltage to sander (VDC)

22

Orbit (mm)

5

Mirka Abranet Sanding Discs
Abranet is a revolutionary new sanding material for virtually dust-free sanding
This unique patented sanding material contains thousands of small holes, making it possible
to effectively vacuum away dust and other particles without clogging the disc surface.
The result is seen as a very uniform sanding pattern and a perfectly smooth surface. Since the
amount of airborne dust has been minimized, the work environment is remarkably improved.
* Revolutionary new technique for dust-free sanding
* Multifunctional product used both within the automotive and wood industries as well as on
composite materials
* Durable long-lasting product
* Available in 77mm, 150mm discs and rolls!
Abranet has been developed for sanding putty, primers, lacquers, composite materials and
a large amount of other materials.
This is a durable long-lasting sanding material.

Mirka Abranet Backing Pads
Mirka Abranet Backing Pad Designed For Maximum Dust Extraction
Abranet backing pads have been specifically designed by Mirka for the extraction of dust
from the substrate whilst sanding with the Abranet range.
Each 150mm pad has 53 holes positioned and tapered for maximum dust extraction,
effectively reducing harmful dust particles which creates a cleaner and healthier working
environment required by health and safety.
* Mirka Backing Pads are available in 77mm, 125mm and 150mm

Mirka Abranet Pad Protectors
Mirka’s pad Protectors are designed to protect the backing pad from wear and tear.
When sanding aggressively and continuously with net products the backing pad can get
damaged. These cost effective pad savers, placed between the backing pad and the sanding
disc, should be changed regularly. The pad savers prolong the life of the backing pad.
* 3mm Protective interface to prolong the life of the backing pad
* Available in 150mm,125mm and 77mm

Companies already using
Southern Filters LTD Technology

Let Us Help You Become Virtually Dust FREE !
At Southern Filters Ltd we are constantly looking for ways to help companies to cut cost, save
time and Save Money by bringing effective forms of new technology to your workplace, Whether
you are a small spray shop or a multi million pound enterprise. We use our extensive knowledge
and constantly growing professional contacts to find the best products and problem solving
Solutions for you and your Employees.
If you feel that we could be of help you then please don’t hesitate to contact us.
SOUTHERN FILTERS LTD
HUNTHAY BUISNESS PARK
AXMINSTER
DEVON
EX13 5RJ
TEL : 01297 33860
WEB : www.southernfilters.com
EMAIL : Nigel@southernfilters.com

